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Personality and the Foundations of Political Behavior 2010-06-07 the first study in more than 30 years to investigate the broad
significance of personality traits for mass political behavior
Political Psychology: The Role of Personality in Politics 2021-11-05 personality in politics by thomas david examine the role of
personality in the realm of politics with personality in politics by david thomas this insightful work explores how individual
personalities influence political leadership and decision making key aspects of the book personality in politics political psychology
thomas delves into the field of political psychology examining how personality traits and characteristics impact political behavior case
studies the book includes case studies of political leaders offering real world examples of the interplay between personality and politics
political decision making personality in politics sheds light on how political decisions and policies are shaped by the personalities of
leaders david thomas was a political scientist and author known for his research on political psychology and leadership his book reflects
his interest in understanding the psychological dimensions of politics
Personality in Politics 1939-01-01 fred greenstein an acknowledged authority in this field lays out conceptual and methodological
standards for carrying out personality and politics inquiries ranging from psychological case studies of single actors through multi case
analyses of types of political actors to aggregative analyses of the impact of individuals and types of individuals on political systems and
processes originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905
Personality and Politics 1974 how does a personality characteristic such as self esteem become translated into political convictions how
do individual differences in self esteem affect who becomes a politcal activist and a political leader these are among the major questions
addressed in this study the first of its kind to be based on large scale samples of both political laders and ordinary citizens drawing on the
voluminous research of social psychologists on self esteem and integrating the dynamic theories of freud and his followers with the
functional and social learning approaches professor sniderman advances new theories to account for the complex connections between
personality political beliefs and political leadership in 1972 the american political science association gave professor sniderman s original
work in this field on which this book is based the e e schattschneider award for the best doctoral dissertation in the field of american
government and politics this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s
mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices
revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally
published in 1975
Behind the Scenes in American Government 1981-01-01 presents case studies of the dramatis personae who once dominated the
political scene in the middle east
Personality and Politics 2014-07-14 this book concerns the wanting getting and giving ofpower recent advances in medicine sociology
and psychologyhave deepened our understanding of the motives skills and experience that operate between leaders andthose who are
led since power is about decision making it figures not only in offi cial institutions but in otherorganizations including political parties
pressure groups trade associations business enterprises trade unions andmany other types of organizations a general theory of the
political personality is set forthhere lasswell describes the process by which power becomesa value of fi rst importance and the way
appropriateskills in exercising power are acquired he shows thatspecial political types such as agitators or administratorsare related to
basic types of character that contribute tohow they lead finally his analysis off ers original perspectivesto understand democratic
leadership lasswell offers definite suggestions for perfecting self observatories in national and world affairs and forforming democratic
personalities selecting and trainingdemocratic leaders and reducing destructive conflicts inhuman relationships power and personality
followed theauthor s 1930 work psychopathology and politics whichwas widely hailed for its pioneering approach power
andpersonality reevaluated the entire issue of the relationshipbetween psychology and politics in the light of subsequentexperience and
scientifi c developments since publicationof that earlier work lasswell s ideas continue to carrygreat weight and persuasiveness harold d
lasswell served as fordfoundation professor of the social sciencesat yale university distinguishedprofessor of policy sciences at john
jaycollege of the city university of newyork and as professor of political scienceat the university of chicago he was apast president of the
american politicalscience association and author of manybooks covering the full range of political and policy research peter deleon is
director of the doctorate program and professorat the school of public aff airs university of colorado denver in 2000 he received the
distinguished harold d lasswell awardfrom the policy studies organization he is the author ofthinking about political corruption
democracy and the policysciences and advice and consent



Personality and Democratic Politics 2018-09-25 in an age when world affairs are powerfully driven by personality politics require an
understanding of what motivates political leaders such as hussein bush blair and bin laden through exacting case studies and the careful
sifting of evidence jerrold post and his team of contributors lay out an effective system of at a distance evaluation observations from
political psychology psycholinguistics and a range of other disciplines join forces to produce comprehensive political and psychological
profiles and a deeper understanding of the volatile influences of personality on global affairs even in this age of free flowing global
information capital and people sovereign states and boundaries remain the hallmark of the international order a fact which is especially
clear from the events of september 11th and the war on terrorism jerrold m post m d is professor of psychiatry political psychology and
international affairs and director of the political psychology program at george washington university he is the founder of the cia s
center for the analysis of personality and political behavior
Arab Personalities in Politics 1981 combines essays on the personality dimension in the 19th and 20th century international history
placing in a proper historical perspective the impact of individual diplomats politicians and military strategists on foreign policy making
Personality in Politics 1976 excerpt from politics and personalities with other essays i was lately addressing an audience of working
men on the ethical aspects of war after the address there was a discussion and the question which excited the keenest debate was what
are we to do with the kaiser when the war is over in vain i reminded my friends of the adage about catching your hare before you
cook him some a few were for st helena the great majority were for capital punishment either by shooting as befits an officer and a
gentleman or by hanging as the appropriate doom of one who has placed himself outside the pale of humanity these interesting
dissertations turned my thoughts to the venerable theme of tyrannicide to those who have practised it and to those others who in prose
or in verse have extolled it about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Power and Personality 2009-05-01 praise for personality and politics obama for and against himself
Behind the Scenes in American Government 1979 whatever you think about the widening divide between democrats and republicans
ideological differences do not explain why politicians from the same parties who share the same goals and policy preferences often
argue fiercely about how best to attain them this perplexing misalignment suggests that we are missing an important piece of the
puzzle political scientists have increasingly drawn on the relationship between voters personalities and political orientation but there
has been little empirically grounded research looking at how legislators personalities influence their performance on capitol hill with
more than a feeling adam j ramey jonathan d klingler and gary e hollibaugh jr have developed an innovative framework incorporating
what are known as the big five dimensions of personality openness to experience conscientiousness extraversion agreeableness and
neuroticism to improve our understanding of political behavior among members of congress to determine how strongly individuals
display these traits the authors identified correlates across a wealth of data including speeches campaign contributions and expenditures
committee involvement willingness to filibuster and even twitter feeds they then show how we might expect to see the influence of
these traits across all aspects of congress members political behavior from the type and quantity of legislation they sponsor and their
style of communication to whether they decide to run again or seek a higher office they also argue convincingly that the types of
personalities that have come to dominate capitol hill in recent years may be contributing to a lot of the gridlock and frustration plaguing
the american political system
Politics and personalities 1967 first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
The Psychological Assessment of Political Leaders 2010-02-11 personality politics assesses the role that voters perceptions and evaluations
of leaders play in democratic elections the book presents evidence from an array of countries with diverse historical and institutional
contexts and employs innovative methodologies to determine the importance of leaders in democracies worldwide addressing such
questions as where do leaders effects come from in which institutional contexts are leader effects more important and to which kinds of
voters are leaders a more prominent factor for voting behaviour the authors seek to determine whether the roles leaders play enhances
or damages the electoral process and what impact this has on the quality of democracy in electoral democracies today
Arab Contemporaries 1973 for twenty years the harry ransom humanities research center at the university of texas at austin has
sponsored a british studies seminar the scope includes not only the personalities politics and culture of england wales scotland and
ireland but also the interaction of british and other societies throughout the world this book consists of a representative selection of
lectures given to the seminar contents albert hourani oxford university the myth of t e lawrence hilary spurling critic and biographer
paul scott novelist and historian robert blake oxford university winston churchill as historian oliver franks oxford university the special



relationship 1948 1952 m r d foot open and secret war 1938 1945 donald cameron watt london school of economics personalities and
appeasement alan ryan princeton university bertrand russell s politics 1688 or 1968 joseph hamburger yale university how liberal was
john stuart mill diane kunz yale university post war british sterling crises adolf wood the lure of the tls sarvepalli gopal jawaharlal
nehru university drinking tea with treason halifax in india derek brewer cambridge university the interpretation of fairy tales
implications for literature history and anthropology william h mcneill university of chicago toynbee revisited robert skidelsky
university of warwick keynes and the united states ian mackillop sheffield university f r leavis and the anthropologico literary group
we were that cambridge field marshall michael carver wavell and the war in the middle east 1940 1941 michael howard yale
university reflections on strategic deception jeremy lewis critic andnovelist who cares about cyril connolly r a c parker oxford
university chamberlain and appeasement alan knight oxford university british attitudes towards the mexican revolution 1910 1940
kenneth o morgan university of wales welsh nationalism
Personalities, War and Diplomacy 1997 fred greenstein an acknowledged authority in this field lays out conceptual and methodological
standards for carrying out personality and politics inquiries ranging from psychological case studies of single actors through multi case
analyses of types of political actors to aggregative analyses of the impact of individuals and types of individuals on political systems and
processes originally published in 1987 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these paperback editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is
to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905
Politics and Personalities with Other Essays 1967 this book concerns the wanting getting and giving of power recent advances in
medicine sociology and psychology have deepened our understanding of the motives skills and experience that operate between
leaders and those who are led since power is about decision making it figures not only in offi cial institutions but in other organizations
including political parties pressure groups trade associations business enterprises trade unions and many other types of organizations a
general theory of the political personality is set forth here lasswell describes the process by which power becomes a value of first
importance and the way appropriate skills in exercising power are acquired he shows that special political types such as agitators or
administrators are related to basic types of character that contribute to how they lead finally his analysis offers original perspectives to
understand democratic leadership lasswell offers definite suggestions for perfecting self observatories in national and world affairs and
for forming democratic personalities selecting and training democratic leaders and reducing destructive conflicts in human relationships
power and personality followed the author s 1930 work psychopathology and politics which was widely hailed for its pioneering
approach power and personality reevaluated the entire issue of the relationship between psychology and politics in the light of
subsequent experience and scientific developments since publication of that earlier work lasswell s ideas continue to carry great weight
and persuasiveness provided by publisher
Politics and Personalities 2015-06-16 table of contents
Personality and Politics 2012 campaign organizers and the media appear to agree that voters perceptions of party leaders have an
important impact in elections considerable effort is made to ensure that leaders look good speak well and that they are up in the polls in
contrast the academic literature is much more divided some suggest that leaders play an important role in the vote calculus while
others argue that in comparison to other factors perceptions of leaders have only a minimal impact this study incorporates data from
thirty five election studies across seven countries with varying institutional environments and takes both a broad and in depth look at
the role of leaders a few noteworthy conclusions emerge first voters evaluate leaders traits in terms of two main dimensions character
and competence second voters perceive leaders within the framework of a partisan stereotype in which the party label of the leader
imbues meaning more specifically leaders of conservative parties are seen to be more competent while left leaders are seen to have
more character third and most importantly leaders matter they affect voters decisions and have a discernible effect on the distribution of
votes in an election fourth there are consistent differences in the perception of party leaders according to voters level of political
sophistication while all voters evaluate party leaders and consider leaders in their vote calculus the more sophisticated do so the most
this book argues that personality plays an important role in elections and that in a healthy democracy so it should comparative politics is
a series for students teachers and researchers of political science that deals with contemporary government and politics global in scope
books in the series are characterised by a stress on comparative analysis and strong methodological rigour the series is published in
association with the european consortium for political research for more information visit essex ac uk ecpr the comparative politics series
is edited by professor david m farrell school of politics and international relations university college dublin kenneth carty professor of
political science university of british columbia and professor dirk berg schlosser institute of political science philipps university marburg



More Than a Feeling 2017-04-27 this is a simple guide to the world of politics so often in today s culture tests that are given are either
obviously trying to guide you towards the option the author of the test wants you to be or your results reveal you to be a nazi or a
communist this text gives a non biased test with real results that connect the reader to their true personality type the only ideology
that is pushed in this book is that none of us are truly represented in the two choices we are given at the ballet box forget the coke and
pepsi parties welcome to the wide array of choice that you deserve
Political Psychology 2004 a political scientist assesses the implications of an individual s desire to exercise personal control which he
identifies as a prime motive for politica involvement
Personality Politics? 2015 examining the importance or non importance of the personalities of political leaders in determining the
outcomes of democratic elections this book argues that relatively few voters are swayed by candidates personal characteristics
Law, Personalities, And Politics Of The Middle East 1987-11-15 this psychological study dissects the characteristics of 20 world leaders
both men and women profiling the factors that formed their personalities and revealing how certain traits have shaped their political
decisions many wonder what it takes to be a leader is it a natural or learned set of skills this book examines the personalities of a selected
group of political leaders analyzes the forces that formed their nature most notably their leadership tendencies and then demonstrates
how character has shaped important political decisions made during their regime the authors profile 20 different leaders from across
five continents deriving shared personality traits and defining specific leadership styles based on characteristics and circumstances the
work begins by introducing the field of political psychology and explaining the theoretical framework used in studying the leadership
personalities covered in the book an analysis of leadership across the world considers several types of regimes authoritarian leaders in
non democratic and democratic societies authoritarian mixed types flexible and pragmatic types and those who combine flexibility with
delegation the text concludes by comparing leaders across time and location discussing interaction between specific heads of state leaders
profiled include nelson mandela kofi annan saddam hussein václav havel angela merkel and emperor hirohito among others
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